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ABSTRACT 
Cyber security is a critical issue now a days in various 

different domains in different disciplines. This paper presents 

a review analysis of cyber hacking attacks along with its 

experimental results and proposes a new methodology 

3SEMCS named as three step encryption method for cyber 

security. By utilizing this new designed methodology, security 

at highest level will be easily provided especially on the time 

of request submission in the search engine as like google 

during client server communication. During its working a 

group of separate encryption algorithms are used. The benefit 

to utilize this three step encryption is to provide more tighten 

security by applying three separate encryption algorithms in 

each phase having different operations. And the additional 

benefit to utilize this methodology is to run over new designed 

private browser named as “RR” that is termed as Rim Rocks 

correspondingly this also help to check the authenticated sites 

or phishing sites by utilizing the strategy of passing URL 

address from phishing tank. This may help to block the 

phisher sites and user will relocate on previous page. The 

purpose to design this personnel browser is to enhance the 

level of security by sign_in on the time of client server 

communication that correspondingly reduce the normal 

attacks on browser based attacks as like Man- 

In-The-Middle-Attack (MITMA). This new designed private 

browser may help to provide online security by applying 3-

step automatic encryption on path during request movement 

of google page from the one to the next or ultimately/towards 

web server by following auto-generated encrypted hash 

address approach. At end, this rim rocks browser provides 

tighten security with anti-phishing facility during client server 

communication.  

Keywords 

hash address, encryption algorithm, Private browser, Search 

Engine, Index Pointer, Uniform Resource Locator Address, 

and Internet, cyber-security, law Ethics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Cyber security is an interdisplinary field and act as a global 

problem in cyber world [11] because of internet users 

becomes increases day by day [42]. The area of Cyberspace 

[7] is treated as in the shape of hub [2] that tells the ratio of 

attacks performed by different categories of attackers with 

incents in different industries that can be shown in fig.1, 2, 3 

& 4. 

 

Fig.1: Effects of Security Intelligence in 2013. [38]. 

 

Fig.2:Potential Payoff for maufacturing and financing 

Industries[38]. 

 

Fig.3:Categories for Attackers[38]. 
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Fig.4:Categories for Incident[38]. 

As per changing time, trends and technologies may change 

correspondingly effect on the way of communication through 

cyber world[8] in different field’s viz. knowledge, health, and 

commerce [29], [6], [10] during information exchange. The 

scope of cyber security is not just limited to securing the 

information in IT industry but in various other fields which 

are existing in cyber space [22]. The three main building 

blocks of cyber security is viz. confidentiality, integrity and 

availability [19] and the dependency of its core-pillars is 

based only on trust level [16] .The importance of the cyber 

security is to study various cyber laws[5] so that professionals 

will  easily detect the nature of cyber-attack where cyber-

attack may harm our nation’s security and defend itself as 

well as people that may be a type of life loss in the form of 

theft at the levels of tens and billions[15] in the form of 

phishing attacks[33].Different types of phishing attacks viz. 

black listing, symptom based protection, content filtering[52] 

and domain binding[51],[57],[64],[65]  are performed by the 

phishers for spoofed websites[47],[67]. Most commonly 

phishers uses link guard algorithm [48] for performing 

phishing. As data collected by the authors, they studied 

presently 7690 sites are legitimate sites and approximately 

2280 sites are phishing sites [58]. Security professionals 

mostly uses Phish tank[58] site for detecting the phishing 

attacks [51],[57],[64],[65]  that gives the complete 

information of  the URL’S(Uniform Resource Locator) 

addresses in detail as an example this website is blocked and 

this is phished site- Do you want to proceed next?. In 

addition, phishing attacks may detected by utilizing several 

anti-phishing framework [56],[60],[61] or anti-phishing tools 

[49],[50],[53],[55] that uses CAPTCHA Image Validation 

check , different mobile mechanisms for anti-

phishing[[54],[62] may easily detect phishing and send 

vibrations as well as message alerts to users. The most 

common method used by the security professionals for 

detecting phishing is honeypot method [66]. While utilizing    

these different methods Phished websites regular reports [68] 

may be generated by the security professionals. So they 

utilizes several methods for  applying high level of security at 

separate levels as like on data or information [24], [25], [39], 

security on browser [17], security on services [18], can be 

most commonly implemented on different types of security 

controls[41],security polices [2],[9],[14],operations[32] 

,ethical frameworks[4],national governmental approaches[3] 

etc. As with the changing trends and technologies towards 

digital world mostly tasks are handled by cyber world that 

correspondingly increase the level of risk during confidential 

information transfer from one end to another end. For 

improving the level of cyber security professionals have more 

need to focus on the incorporating new technological 

approaches in products and processes [23] as an example 

previously they designed a new cyber security monitoring 

system whose function is to integrate the number of 

component techniques to collect time series situation 

information for intrusion detection[26]. For reducing the 

intrusion attacks on network they have need to improve on 

secure network infrastructure [30][27][36] as an example in 

DETER Project may use modified infrastructure that provide 

secure facilities, tools and processes for national resource 

experimentation lab in cyber security[28]. This will ultimately 

improve the quality of service by accessing altered 

infrastructure with new web services [34] that may run on 

different software’s [35]. So to continue improve or increase 

the QOS(quality of service) they have needed to put efforts on 

security strategies by proposing cyber security education 

course plan for upcoming generation [20].The objective of 

this plan is to introduce with the new security websites portal 

[12] and this next generation technology will may help to 

detect attacks before launching [1]. Common online security 

threats are relentlessly inventive because of they find a new 

way to annoy and steal information as well as resources [31] 

having many shapes like malware, polymorphic malware 

strains [37] (i.e. these are used for the detection of unknown 

attacks) scripts, codes and active contents [43]. Most 

commonly they will use a method of challenge based learning 

[13]. The reason to utilize this technique is it will provide a 

safeguard for storing confidential information in safe manner. 

To gain control over such types of attacks this will be a 

biggest challenge [21] for security professionals. 

In this paper, authors designed a new private browser named 

“RIM ROCKS” whose function is to provide security on the 

time of client server communication. If any user wants to use 

this new designed private browser then he or she must be 

registered. After the confirmation of the registration, user will 

start browsing from the internet. This new designed 

methodology “3SEMCS” is termed as Three Step 

Encryption Method for Cyber Security. The complete 

working of this new designed methodology is based on 

several encryption algorithms. In addition, the major 

significance to utilize this new designed methodology is it 

may provide security from phishing websites through passing 

URL’S from phish tank [58] during client server 

communication. Presently, security professionals added 

extensions in the form of options in Google Chrome and 

Firefox [59], [63] for the detection of phishing sites. This new 

designed may help to provide online security from the 

phishers especially on the time of client server 

communication. 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Seth and Chuchra et al (May-2015), discussed about 

different types of cyber path hacking attacks on the time of 

request entered into the search engine during client server 

communication. Authors designed a methodology “OTBP-

Using RRSA” that is termed as an Operational Technology 

Based procedure-Using Round Robin Scheduling Algorithm” 

whose complete working is based on unique auto-generated 

hash address that further provide automatic path encryption 

when request move towards web server. [44] 

Chuchra and Seth et al (Dec-2013), discussed about the 

recent phishing attacks performed on several bank servers 

during online money transfer. Such types of attacks are called 

“On-line Fraud” attacks. Attackers most commonly launch 

DOS (Denial of Service) and DDOS (Distributed Denial of 

Service) attacks on bank servers for stealing money online. 

They used port scanning and online rule-induction data 

mining technique for identification of phishing attacks. These 

proposed methodologies may help to analyze the attacker 

behavior on the time of sending of data from the one point to 

another. [45] 
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Chuchra and Mehta et al (April-2013), In this paper, authors 

integrated two different fields’ viz. web mining, network 

security for the detection of online attacks by utilizing web 

agents(i.e. - web boots/web robots). Two types of functions 

were performed by web agents where first function is to detect 

the type of active attack performed by the attacker and second 

one is how to provide prevention form such type of specific 

attack. Authors implemented rule induction based data mining 

technique for receiving maximum accuracy in results. The 

collaboration for utilizing hybrid approach is to save time as 

well as cost where both are the major objectives of the data 

mining. [46]. 

3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

Fig.5:  Client Server Communication- Running on 

RimRocks Brower. 

The design of  new designed Personnel Browser – “RIM-

ROCKS”. 

 

Fig.6: Design of RimRocks Browser. 

 

 

4. PROPOSED PROCEDURE-3SEMCS 

Table.1: Nomenclature for 3SEMCS: 

 

3SEMCS (Browser,Status,Time_Limit, Hash Address, Key 

Size, Encyrption_Algo (BFA/DES/SHA), Index _Pointer, 

Google Web Page, URL Address) 

Step-1) Design a Personnel Browser. 

Step-2) On_Mouse_Click:= Browser_Open and STATUS: = 

READY TO USE. 

Step-3) Confirm Registration. [SET: = User_ID and Pwd: = 

STRING].  

Step-4) When USER SEND REQUEST ON SEARCH 

ENGINE: = ACCESS FILE FROM WEB THEN Software 

automatically Generate Encrypted_Hash_Address. In 

Addition Check the Status of The Website. 

 IF (CHK_URL_WEBSITE:= TRUE) 

  { 

   Not included In Phish Tank. 

This website is legitimate or Original.  

  } 

 ELSE 

  { 

  Website is Fake or affected by Phisher. 

  } 

   // Rim Rocks will 

correspondingly check either the website either it is effected 

by the phisher or not. Phish Tank help for checking the 

addresses of different websites. 

Step-5) AS REQUEST PROCEED:= 

Movement_of_Encrypted_Hash_Addess_Start. 

Step-6) APPLY ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM: = 

URL_Of_Web_Page. (DES/SHA).      // 2-step encryption 

is provided. 

Step-7) AFTER THAT APPLY CAST-128 bit = 

On_Already_Encrypted_Hash_Addess* in Step 6.      //3-step 

encryption is provided. 
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 Step-8) Set: = 

Session_Key_On_Already_Encrypted_Hash_Address** of 

Step 7  THEN CHECK WHETHER THE 

STATUS_OF_WEB_PAGE. 

   IF (T_L = 1 Mintue) 

   { 

    Index_Pointer:= 

MOVE NEXT TO 

CURRENT_STATUS_OF_GOOGLE_PAGE. 

 

   }    

ELSE 

{ 

Index_Pointer:= 1st Page_of_Google 

OTHERWISE Repeat step 2 to step 4. 

 } 

Step-9) IF (Attacker_Send_Request:= 

Copying_Path_From_URL Address) 

  { 

THEN Web_Page:= Expire and Generates a 

Warnning_Message. 

                } 

        Else 

   { 

  URL_Addess:= COPIED. 

   } 

Step-10) END. 

5. WORKING 
At first step, start from the Sign-Up page from the personnel 

browser Rim Rocks for confirming the membership through 

registration. When the user got registered that indicates the 

account has been successfully created on that private or 

personnel browser. After the confirmation of registration, user 

will use that private browser for further secure transactions 

with the server during information exchange (i.e. or on the 

time of client server communication). In the 2nd step, when 

user submit own request on search box then at first auto-

generated encrypted hash address will be displayed on google 

page after that when user click on next google page the 

movement of encrypted hash address will start towards next 

google page as an example in google page number two. On 

the time of single mouse click apply strong encryption 

algorithm as an example DES and SHA-1 for more tighten the 

security on path that actually provides 2-step encryption 

towards google page as an example page number three. In the 

third step, further apply brute force algorithm for achieving 

the top level of security on google page as an example google 

page number four. In the fourth step, set session key on 

already encrypted hash address**, if the time limit is equal to 

one then google page index pointer is moved next to current 

status of google page otherwise google page index pointer 

again switch into google page number one after that repeat 

step 2 to 4 correspondingly it may check either the accessed 

site is effect by the phisher or not?. If the site is not effected 

by phisher then user request is proceed to next page otherwise 

Rim Rocks browser display a message of Blocked site – 

Phishing site is there and ask user do you want to move next if 

yes then click on yes? At last step, if attacker send request for 

copying the path of URL Address then automatically web 

page will got expire and generates a warning message alert 

otherwise URL address of specific path will be easily copied 

and attacker will easily launch an attack on browser in future 

on path especially. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION  
Front-End: .NET FRAMEWORK. 

Back-End: SQL SERVER.  

Table.2: Personnel Browser Rim Rocks     Registration 

Form 

 

Table.3: Three Step Encryption Security Mechanism:   

 

Step-1)  

 

Fig.7: Running of Personnel Browser-RimRocks. 

Step-2)    
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Fig.8: Login for Registration in RimRocks. 

 

Fig.9: Registration is Confirmed and Browser is Ready to 

Use. 

Step-3) 

 

 

Fig.9: On entering Request of client- Automatically Hash 

key is generated for providing security. 

Step-4)  
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Fig.10: Two-Step Encryption** [ SHA + DES ]is Applied 

 

IF (CHK_URL_WEBSITE:= TRUE) 

  { 

   Not included In Phish Tank. 

This website is legitimate or Original.  

  } 

 ELSE 

  { 

  Website is Fake or affected by Phisher. 

  } 

   // Rim Rocks will 

correspondingly check either the website either it is effected 

by the phisher or not. Phish Tank help for checking the 

addresses of different websites. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11: Legtimated Sites URL will checked through Phish 

Tank. 

 

Fig.12: Website is Orignal: URL does not exists in Phish 

Tank. 
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Fig.13: Website is Fake(Phished Website) : Because of 

URL exists in Phish Tank. 

Step-5)  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.14: Three-Step Encryption is 

Applied(DES+SHA+CAST Encrption Algorithm). 

Step-6)  

 

Fig.15: Enter Hash Code for the confirmation of 

authorized User before expiring session. 
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Fig.16: Wrong hash key submitted by Unauthorised 

user(Hacker). 

 

Fig.17: Verification of Hash Code. 

 

Fig.18: Hash code Verified. 

 

Fig.19: User will try for entering correct code maximum 2 

times. 

 

Fig.20: User will try for entering correct code maximum 1 

time. 

 

Fig.21: Entered code is incorrect: Warnning message 

Alert. 

 

Fig.22: Login Again in RimRocks. 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
According to the results calculated by the authors they said 

this new designed three step encryption methodology helps us 

to achieve a highest level of security during client server 

communication. Suppose if any unauthorized user may want 

to gain access then he or she may take some time as an 

example at least one minute to perform any attack. If attacker 

entered wrong hash key after session expires then need to 

login once again. If attacker entered valid session key then 

browsing continues. For reducing the attacks, author’s uses 

this new designed methodology that may help to reduce 

especially phishing attacks in future. In this way, this new 

designed private browser named “Rim Rocks” helps to 

enhance online security.  
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8.   CONCLUSIONS 
A variety of cyber hacking attacks have been reviewed and 

analyzed in this paper. Such types of attacks may considerably 

be reduced by developing this methodology 3SEMCS that is 

termed as a Three-Step Encryption Method for Cyber 

Security. This proposed methodology will run on new 

designed private browser that is named as “Rim Rocks”. The 

complete working of this proposed procedure is based on 

auto-generated encrypted hash address where the movement 

of encrypted hash address towards next google page shows 

two-step encryption* on the path by utilizing strong 

encryption algorithms like DES and SHA-1. On the next 

move on google page this will further provide encryption up 

to third highest level on path** for more tighten the security 

by utilizing brute force algorithm. In addition, this designed 

methodology may help to provide security from the phishers. 

The study of three step encryption method is actually enhance 

the potential of upcoming encryption technologies and its 

implifications to defense and government users.  In this way, 

authors say the use of new designed private browser provides 

a more secure channel of communication during information 

exchange on the time of client server communication. 

9. FUTURE SCOPE 
This work will be extended by utilizing WIRESHARK Tool 

on private browser named as Rim Rocks. The purpose to 

utilize this WIRESHARK Tool is to provide real time 

monitoring of data on the network. By implementing different 

algorithms WIRESHARK will provide prior warning message 

alerts that help to prevent from hackers & correspondingly 

gives the complete information of the network as like what is 

exactly going on the network as like the time of enter and exit 

of hacker from the network.  
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